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The Origin of Sanskrit Roots of the Type siv- 'to sew', div- 
'to play dice', with an Appendix on Vedic i-Perfects 
Leiden University 
1. General reinarks 
1.1. There are six roots in -iv- in Vedic Sanskrit: siv- 'to sew', j iv-  'to be alive', 
dlv- 'to play dice', jfhiv- 'to spit', miv- 'to push away', sriv- 'to miscarry'. 111 
Vedic, these roots alinost always appear in the zero-grade with automatic alterna- 
tion Civ- (i.e., CiHii-) before a vowel or y, but Cyu- (i.e., C'uH-) before a conso- 
nant, and this is also true for their cognates in other languages. For instance, the 
PIIr. present stein *sillz~ia- (Skt. sivyati), and the similarly vocalized Goth. siujan 
'to sew' are opposed to PIIr. *siuHta- 'sewn' (Skt. syuth-, Oss. x y d l x ~ d ) ,  Lith. 
sibti, SCr. Eti 'to sew' (AiGr. I:91f.). This distribution is most probably due to 
the rule *CliHuCz > *CliuHCz (Cz # j);' in other words, the laryngeal always 
stands after the vocalic element (cf. for the vocalization divV, diyyV, d y u q ,  as 
was already surmised by Kretschmer in 1892. 
The peculiar root structure of this type, the lack of ablaut, and, at the same 
time, its archaic character have fascinated many  scholar^,^ but the origin and the 
internal analysis of the -iv-roots remain puzzling. 
1.2. As already mentioned, the -iv-roots predominantly appear in the zero-grade 
in Vedic, other ablaut grades being avoided. The rare full-grades mostly show 
-ev-; see the following list, which is intended to be exhaustive: 
sevani- f. 'seam, suture' (Rr.) 
divana- n. '(place for) playing dice' (RV 10.43.5), adhidivanu- n. 'id.' (AV+) 
did& 3sg. pf. ddiv- 'to play dice' (AV) 
abhi-tijfheva 3sg. pf, hthiv- 'to spit, spit out' (SB) 
srevdyant- (RV 7.18.8), s'revayarni (PS 19.10.12; ss 6.73.2 in a parallel passage 
reads s'riiiuyarni), caus. of hriv- 'to miscarry' 
a-srem6n- adj. 'being not a miscarriage' (RV 3.29.13, 10.8.2; < *"srevrnbn-) 
,srdvula- adj. 'miscarrying' (MS) 
I Cf. further Lubotsky 2000:320 and nn 14 and I6 for more exa~nples of this rule In Ved~c. 
2 A convenient overview of the literature on these roots call be found m Rasniussen 1989: 109ff. 
Stephanie W.  Jamison, 1-1. Craig Melchcrt, and Brent Vine (eds.). 201 1 .  
Proceedings qf'the 22nd Annual UCLA Indo-Ezrropean ConJerence. Rremen: f lempen. 105--26. 
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Nevertheless, there are also four cases of full-grades with -av- and lengthened- 
grades with -av-: 
davi~nyi I sg. aor. subj. 'ddiv- (RV 10.34.5) 
d-mavisnu- adj. 'unflinching' (RV 10.94.1 1) 
usrnvlt 3sg. aor. 'drriv- (JB 2.2) 
asthai~i~um I sg. aor. 4 t h ~ ~ -  (CopB 1.2.7) 
Our handboolts (e.g., Narten 1964:142; Mayrhofer EWAia s.vv. div-, miv-, sriv-; 
cf. also Rasmusseii 1989: 1 17) explain the iv-forms as secondary f~~ll-grades to 
"dii-, mii- < *d@-, mjii-, etc., where * j  would have disappeared as in s;tra- 11. 
'line, cord' (AV+) to siv-lsyii- 'to sew'. However, the *!-less forins *dG-, ~thii-,  
srG- are unattested in Vedic, and, furthermore, the distribution is remarkable: the 
forins wit11 -&I- are only found before i in the next syllable, wl~ile full-grades with 
-ev- never occur in this position. Although the evidence is limited, it seeins likely 
that we have to do with dissimilation, i.e., *daiyi&r- > ~ialii?-. 
This type of dissinlilation is reminiscent of the rulc *CaiyaiC > "CaiyaC in 
Vedic, mentioned by Debrunner in his Nachtrage to AiGr. I (p.158). The regular 
and expected 2sg. pi: of the root i- 'to go', iyktha (< *Hi-Hai-tha), is only attested 
at tlie beginiling of a line in RV 4.9. lc, whereas after a short or long i we find 
iydtha: kvir + "iyaitha (RV 8.1.7a) "where did you go?" = /Ituvaiyaitha/ > 
*ktivaiyatha > kvzyatha, nd + "iyditha (SS 8.1.10b) "you did not go" = 
/naiyhitha/ > *nuiy6tha > nkyutha, etc. For inore examples of i-dissimilation in 
Sanskrit see Lubotsky forthcoming. 
1.3. In this article I shall advance the hypothesis that all -iv-roots share the same 
derivatioilal history, viz., a root in - H  + i-present + noun in -11-? + denominal 
verb. In order to demonstrate this derivatioilal chain, I would like first to take the 
root 'to yawn' as an example, especially since the discussion of this root at the 
weeltly seminars of the Leidelz Indo-European Etymological Dictionary project 
was the starting point for the present in~estigation.~ 
2. Example: PIE *R1'h2-i-u- 'to yawn' 
2.1. Root in -N 
We start with the PIE root *ghehz- 'to be wide open, gape'. This root is only at- 
tested with enlargements (which are likely to have been verbal suffixes origi- 
nally): 
*gQ"hz-(e)u-: Gr. x h o ~  n. 'chaos'; xaow 'to devour'; xaCvoq 'slack, porous, loose, 
bloated'; 
*d.17h2-(e)n-:5 Gr. ~Crcs~o 'to gape, yawn, open the mouth wide', aor. xav~Tv, perf'. 
~ixqva; PGmc. *gana- (ON gnn n. 'yawning', gana 'to be opened [of eyes, 
mouth], stare'); 
"Q'lhz-ens- m. 'goose' (Gr. X ~ V ,  OHG guns, Lith. iqsis, etc.) is most probably derived 
from this root, too (a 'gaper'; for the suftix we  may compare the word for 
'moon', PIE *mehl-ns-). 
The root *ghehz- has a well-established i-present, which can be reconstructed as 
*ghhz-ei-l*$hh2-i-6 on the basis of Lat. hio, hiare 'to be wide open, gape', OCS 
zijati, Isg. zG:jg 'to open (one's mouth), gape, be wide open', Lith. iiciti 'to open 
(one's mouth)', TochB IcZy- 'to open (one's mouth)' (ptc. pret. kukzyau) < *ghh2- 
(e)i-. Especially important are the Slavic forms. Mainly because of OCS Isg. 
zej.9, Rasmussen (1989:52, followed by LIV) reconstructed the root as *gheh j-,7 
but this reconstruction cannot be correct, as it leaves Gr. X ~ O K W  and x h o ~  unac- 
counted for.8 Furthermore, the circumflex accentuation of SCr. zeev 'muzzle' (< 
PSlav. *zZv'vb, for which see below) is incompatible with the reconstruction 
*Qhehluo-. The only way to account for the Slavic facts is to assume an athematic 
paradigm *ghh2-ei-l*ghh2-i- or *ghhd-oi-l*$hh2-i-. The strong form yielded *zB, 
which has acquired an automatic -j- during later thematicization (i.e., *zZ-mb >> 
3 The i-presents have an enigmatic predilection for 21-derivatives. As is wcll Itnown, Vedic scc- 
ondary verbal stc~ns in -y- productively for111 nomina agcntis in -y-il- (AiGr. 1112:843ff.), type 
itmyale 'to behave as a hero' : vmyzi-, and this type clearly goes back to Proto-lndo-lrania~i; 
cf. YAv. haornaiizr- 'containing haoma'. Further, there arc a few old formations, both nornina 
agentis and no~nina actionis, like Skt. munyzi- m. 'passion, rage' (RV+), OAv. mai~iiitl- m. 
'mind, spirit' (1'IE *mn-i-tl-), Skt. piyzi- m., OAv. piiizl- m. 'guard, protector, shepherd', Gr. 
EGI) n. 'herd' (PIE *poh2-i-tl-), etc. 
4 1 would like to usc thc opportunity to exprcss my gratitude to the participants in thcse semi- 
nars: L,ucien van Bcclt, Alwin Kloekhorst, Guus Krooncn, Michael Peyrot, Tijtiien Pronk, and 
Michiel dc Vaan. I am also grateful to Frcdcrik Kortlandt and Leonict Kuliltov, as well as to 
the editors of this volunle Stephanie Jamison and Craig Melchert, for valuable comlnenls on an 
earlier version of this article. 
5 As a parallel to the secondary root *Qhh2en-, cf. Gr. cpuv- 'to show, make visible' (pres. cpaivw, 
aor. cpuvijvat, perf. med. 3sg. nkcpav~a~, act. nkcpqvu) < PIE *bhh2en-. 
6 1 follow ICortlandt 1987, 1989, and Kloekhorst 2006 in reconstructing i-presents with ablaut in 
the suffix, rather than with ablaut in the root (as advocated, for instance, by Jasanoff2003:99). 
7 The only other reason mentioned, viz., Gr. ~fipq 'mussel' (Philyll., Arist., llell. pap.), is a late 
word of doubtful etymology, which is, moreovcr, ambiguous as far as its vocalism is con- 
cerned. 
8 1,IVtherefore postulates a root *(Q)han- for Gr. xhotco and its congeners. 
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*zZ-'-Q > zejq). The weak for111 was illetathesized in the posit~on before a conso- 
nant, and the resulting *Qhih2- is not only the basis of OCS zijati and Lith. iidti, 
but also of Lat. hi6 (with addition of'the suffix * - ~ ! h ~ - ) . ~  
Presumably *ghh2-ei- was considered a root already in PIE, since a nasal 
causative-factitive was formed by adding -n- to it, i.e., *girh2i-n-l*ghih2-n-: Hitt. 
k111~~-" 'to open (up), break open';"' PSI. "zingti (OCS zingti, SCr. zi'nuti, Sln. 
zinifi) 'to open (one's mouth)', ON gina 'to gape, yawn'. 
A u-noun *ghh20i-tl- 'mouth' was formed not to the root, but to the original pre- 
sent stem: PT *koya- > TochB lioyn n., pl. lcoynuwa 'mouth', TochA koy- 'id.' 
(loc. sg. koyay 'in the iiiouth')," PSlav. *zZvii.b 'muzzle' (CSlav. zZvii.b, SCr. zqev). 
Note that the fixed expression TochB lcoyn kakayau is a figura etymologica, as 
already indicated by Adams 1999 s.v. kojin. 
2.4. Denominal verb 
The last part of this chain seems to be the verbal root *gi1h2eiu- or *$hh20iu- 'to 
yawn', which must be a denominal formation. Tlie meaning 'to yawn' occasion- 
ally occurs in the forms mentioned above, but it is only with -u- in the root that 
the meaning is invariably 'to yawn' (except for soine minor secondary develop- 
ments). This is true for PSI. *zZvati (Ru. zevut', SCr. zijzvati, Sln. zevati with cir- 
cumflex accentuation in the root), Lith. iidvauti, Latv. idvcit, TochA 4ew-, and 
also for PGrnc. *@won- (OHG giwcn, gewon, MHG giwen, gewen, Du. geeuwen; 
only OE gi(o)wian has a secondary meaning 'to long, ask for'). 
Although all these formations share a formant -u- and the same meaning, 
their vocalism does not generally match. This is no doubt due to the intluence of 
the i-present. We see it most clearly in Lith. i idva~~t i ,  which has evideiitly 
adopted the vocalisin of iidti 'to open (one's moutl~)'. The same is most probably 
tr~le of Latv. iavcit, although the Latvian cognate of iiciti is not preserved. Also in 
the case of TochA 4ew- 'to yawn' (only present 12 iew-in"+), we have to assume 
some irifl~~ence of the original verb: PIE *Qhh20i-u- would have given TochA 
**kew-, so that the palatalizatioii must be secondary there. Since *gM,h3iu- 'to live' 
(for which see below) was first inetathesized to *gpl'ih3zi- and then developed to 
*g12b3g- > TochAB jaw-, we can surmise that a similar developmelit took place 
in the zero-grade of the i-present *gtth2-ei-l*Qi7h2-i-C > *ghih2-C > *gi@2C > PT 
*4&. From there tlie palatalized onset was adopted in TochA 4ew-. Finally, the 
zero-grade vocalisni of PGmc. *@won- is likely to have been copied from the 
vocalism of PGmc. *gi-tsjan- (OHG giZn 'to yawn'). 
3. PIE *sh2-i-u- 'to sew9 
We can now try to analyze the Vedic verbs in -iv- from tlie viewpoint of the deri- 
vational chain mentioned above, i.e., 4-H i-present + -u-noun -+ denominal 
verb. We start with siv- 'to sew'. 
3.1. Root in -H 
The IE root *seh2- is represented in PIIr. .\l*saH- > Skt. sa- 'to fasten, fetter': root 
aor. sat 3sg. inj. act. (RV-I-), ava-sat 3sg. subj. (PS 4.15.6), vi ... sitarn 2du. impv. 
(RV), sum satiim 3pl. impv. med. (PS 4.14.5); sita- 'bound' (RVt), vi-~ita- 'un- 
tied' (RV+); ava-satar- in. 'liberator' (RV) - Av. viitaO 'untied'; viitiispa- PN 
('with loosened horses') < *ui-sH-ta-; MP wiiiidan 'to let free', etc. Although the 
connection between this root for 'to fasten, fetter' and Skt. siv-Isyu- seems obvi- 
ous, it has never, to my knowledge, been proposed before. 
As is well known, the 1E root *sehl- forms an i-present *sh2-oi-l*sh2-i- (for the 
reconstniction see Oettinger 2002:xxviii, 2004:400; Kloekhorst 2006, 2008:391): 
Hitt. 3sg. ii-ha-a-i, 3pl. ii-hi-an-zi 'to bind, wrap; to obligate wlth, impose upon', 
CLuw. 3pl. hi-ii-hi-!a-an-ti 'to bind'.I2 In Skt. we find pres. "sydti (RV+), only 
with prev. ava 'to unharness' and v i  'to release (a lalot), open (the lips)' and the 
perfect 6 si,vaya, which exactly corresponds to OAv, a-hiiGiiii 'holds fettered'. 
Since perfects are normally derived from the root, PIIr. *si-sHiii-a was syn- 
chronically analyzed as a perfect to the root *sHai-, which led to the creation of 
derivatives like Slct. situ- rn. 'bond, bridge', YAv. hactu- m. 'darn', etc." The 
circuinflex of Lith. siZtas, sa2as 171. 'tie' also points to the recolistruction "sh~oi-, 
9 A similar analysis accounts for OCS lijali, lsg. Iejg 'to pour' < *Ik,?-ei- (for the root scc Craig 
Melchcrt's article elscwhcrc in this volume). 
10 Kloekhorst (20 10.2 15-6) has conviiicingly argued that thc Hittitc spellings of this verb point 
to *Qhhzi-fit/-. 
I I For the vocalis~n cf. both TocliA and TochB or 'wood' < *doru-. 
12 It is unclear whether CLuw. 3pl. hi-is'-hi-in-an-ti can be used as an indication that reduplica- 
tion was old in this present. 
13 Deriving Skt. sktu- and YAv. hagtu- dircctly from t l ~ e  stem *sHai-, rather than froin *saiH- 
after laryngeal metathesis, better accounts for the initial accentuation of sktu- (cf. Lubotsky 
1988:47). 
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9 A similar analysis accounts for OCS lijali, lsg. Iejg 'to pour' < *Ik,?-ei- (for the root scc Craig 
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1988:47). 
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which suggests a PIE date for this development (thus already Kloekhorst 2008: 
391).14 
In zero-grade, at least before a consonant, lary~igeal metathesis took place: 
*sh2-oi-l%h2-i-C- > * ~ h ~ o i - / * s i h 2 ~ - . ' ~  The root-final position of the laryngeal was 
then generalized in the full-grade, too: * s e i h 2 - l * ~ i h ~ - . ~ ~  It is possible that the 
causative-factitive Skt. sinhti 'to make fettered' has been formed to the metathe- 
sized root *sih2-. If TochA s i n k t a r  'is depressed' belongs here, tliis formation is 
likely to be of IE age. 
It is important that the perfect, i l l  contradistinction to the present, expresses a 
non-volitional action, over which the grammatical subject exercises 110 control; 
cf. RV 10.28.1 Oa suparna itthh nulnCIBm h sisayu "111 this way, an eagle has (got) 
14 The root of PSlav. *s&b 'snare, net' (OCS .sBlb, Cz. sit', PI. siek, etc.) is liltely to be c i ~ ~ ~ l i i -  
flex, too. As pointed out to me by Prof. Kortlandt (p.c.), Slv. sief' clearly indicates that the 
original paradigm of this Slavic worcl was (b) (rather than (a), rcconstructed by L)erksen 
2008:448). 'l'ogctlicr with Lith. siZtus 'cord' and OllCi seid 11. 'cord', these forms go back to 
*s(Il)ditorn. If Gr. otpq 'song, hymn' is derived Srorn this root (cf.. 13ccl<es 2010: 1057 with ref- 
erences), it would liltcwise point to *sh2-oio. 
15 The Indo-European laryngeal metathesis still awaits a monographic treatment. Important for its 
chronology are forms like Skt. griynzu- m. 'summer, hot season' (RV+) < *gMrih2-snl(Fl)-o- < 
*g1rrh2-i-srn(ll)-o-, lit. 'heavy summer', with the "v~.oyvoq" treatment of the second member; 
Skt. agr& f. 'virgin, unmarried woman' (RV+) < *wg"i.u-h2- < *ng1'.u.lr2-zlh2-; and Gr. ppi06q 
'heavy, oppressive', ~ ~ f ~ o  'to be laclen with, be Sill1 o f  < *gxrh2-i-dh(hi)V- (cf. Rasm~~ssen 
3989:95), which show that metathesis was at least anterior to vocalization o f the  resonants in 
separate languages. 
The situation in Anatolian is not quite clear. 'Thc only strong evidcnce in favor of laryn- 
geal metathesis in this branch is the pair Hitt. Suhha-'/iuhh- and is'huyai-'liSht~i-, both 'to 
throw, scatter' (scc the discussion in ICloelthorst 2008:773 and Melchert elsewhere in this vol- 
ume, who Surther adds I-Iittite Icihzl- < *loh.?u- vs. C:l,uv. lu-u-~)a- < V~uh,?-, both 'to pour', as 
yet another cxamplc of this metathesis, although the 1,uvian form seems to allow for other cx- 
planations). Ifthc laryngeal metathesis is of pre-Anatolian age, wc have to assume that forma- 
tions lilcc I-lilt. Uhinzan- 'string, line' are due to analogical restoration of the  consonant order in 
i,fhcii 'to bind'. 
It is usually assumed that the ~netathesis only took place before a consonant, but it scclns 
probable to me that it was operative in a prevocalic position, too. At Icast, I do not ltno\v of 
any evidcnce precluding this. 
16 This gcncralization has not taken place everywlrcrc: in Ilalto-Slavic, metathesis was analogi- 
cally "undonc" whcncver there was a model for it. I:ull-gradc *sh2-oi- is found in Lith. sizti, 
Latv. siel 'to tie' with the expected circinnflex intonation, whcrcas zcro-grade *sh2-i-C- is rc- 
ilected in PSlav. %Tdl6 (b) 'noose, snare' (OCS .silo, Ru. sild, 1'1. sidto) < *sh2i-dh16m; PSlav. 
* ~ i t h  (b) @OCz. sit 'twining', Sln. .sit 'rush') < *,shzi-ldnz (Desksen 2008:450-1). The fact that 
Ilirl's Law did not opcratc in these forms proves that the laryngeal preceded i at that stage. 
his claw fettered," 8.67.8a m6 nah sktuh sised aydm "May this fetter not hold us 
fettered"; OAv. Y 29.1 a.ma aZs"am6 hazasca ram6 [alhiiaiia darai[cE] tauuiicu 
"(For) the cruelty of fury and violence, of bondage and might, holds me in captiv- 
ity" (Insler 1975:29). In Indo-Iranian there are a number of formations that be- 
long to the category of i-perfects and behave in a similar way. Those are briefly 
described in 59, the appendix below. 
In Vedic, the nasal present sinhti (RV+; later sinoti JB+) functions as a causa- 
tive to the perfect and means 'to make fettered'. 
The evidence for an old u-noun is rather weak here. We only have Skt. syb-, at- 
tested in two Yajurvedic mantras v i~noh syhr asi (VS 5.21 + parallel passages) 
and indrasya syhr asi (VS 5.30 + parallels), and traditionally glossed as 'seam' or 
'cord' (cf. Schindler 1972:49f.). 
3.4. Denominal verb 
The most important forms are Skt. slv-Isyu- 'to sew': class IV present sivyatu 
impv. (RV+), ta-ptc. syuth- (RV+) - Khot. h p a  'sewn stuff ,  Oss. xlyjynlxujun 
'to sew' - Goth. siujan 'to sew'; L,ith. siuti 'to sew, tailor'; Latv. ic t ,  SCr. $ti 'to 
sew', etc. The meaning 'to sew' is universal and shows very little variation. 
4. PIE "gn;h3-i-u- 'to live' 
In my view, the verb for 'to live' can be analysed in exactly the same fashion, 
although it shows some peculiar features. 
4.1. Root in -H 
I would like to propose to start with the IE root *gYl'eh3-, to be found in Gr. P o o ~ o  
'to feed, tend', med. 'to feed oneself (Il.), POOLS 'fodder', pozkvq 'id.', and in 
Lith, guotas 'herd' (*glveh3-to-). The 1E word for 'cow' (*gweh3u-l*g1vh3eu-) is 
also most probably a derivative of this root (cf. Lubotsky 1990: 133f.). 
The only vestige of an original verbal i-formation in Indo-Iranian is YAv. jiyaciia 
< *jiyaiiaciia 2sg. pf, opt, med. 'to live' (Y 62.1 0 in a figura etymologica gaiia 
jiyaZia), which seems to point to the stein *gwi-g"'h3-oi-. An i-present is further 
reflected in Arm. keam 'to live', Gr. pkopat fut. med. 'to stay alive', Lith. g$ti 'to 
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become healthy, heal, live', OCS iiti 'to heal, live'.17 The e-vocalis~n in Gr. 
pSopa~ and Arm. keam can easily be restored, whereas the reconstruction 
*gS'3-ei- may account for the lack of palatalization in Armenian (cf. I<ortlandt 
1975a; the non-palatalized P in Greek may be an Aeolism). The laryngeal me- 
tathesis in the zero-grade, here again, yielded an awkward paradigm: *gwh3-ei-l 
"y11'h3-i-C > *ggl.f'h3ei-l*g9h3-C,'X but, unlike the cases we have discusscd above, 
the problem was partly resolved i n  a different fashion. In Balto-Slavic the laryn- 
geal metathesis was simply undone at some point-the usual procedure in this 
language branch (cf. nl6)--and *gMh3iC was restored, which explains the end- 
stressed forms such as Ru. 516 f. 'lived' and mobility in Lith. gljvas (3) 'alive' 
(Kortlandt 1975b:3). In Greek, and in some other languages too, the order of the 
elements in the zero-grade *giSh3- was introduced into the full-grade *gllhjei-, 
which led to a new full-grade *gM'ieh3-. This f~tll-grade *g*lJieh3- inust be responsi- 
ble for the Greek adjective j o o 5  'alive', for the present j h w  'to live', and for 
OAv. jiiatzi- m. 'life'.I9 
The original meaning of the i-present was probably 'to subsist' or 'to feed', 
as follows from many nominal derivatives meaning 'food'; cf. OCS iito 'corn, 
fruits', OPr. geytye (EV), geits (Ench.) 'bread'; W bwyd 'food, meat', etc. Cf. 
further Skt. gaya- In. 'house, household, property', Av. gag&?- f. 'household, 
world', OP gait)& f. 'livestock, cattle', ORu. goi m. 'peace, friendship', OCz. hoj 
'abundance', Sln. gdj In. 'care, cultivation', SCr. gdjiti 'to fatten, foster, raise', 
Sln. gojiti 'to foster, feed'; Bulg. goja 'to fatten', and also Gr. Pi05 In. 'mode of 
life, livelihood, subsistence', p i o ~ o ~  m. 'way of life, sustenance'. These deriva- 
tives strongly indicate a connection with the root of Gr. POGKO. 
Sanskrit further attests a nasal causative-factitive j i n d ~ i  2sg. (KV 5.84.1), 
later thernaticized tojinvati (RV+) 'to impel, feed, strengtlien'. The pair pf. YAv. 
jiyazia : Skt. jindsi is reminiscent of the pair siyaya : sin6tilsinoti, which we have 
discussed in 53.2. 
17 As with Skt. sisc7ya and OAv. a-hidfiiiti, the meaning 'to stay alive, to heal' presupposes a role 
of experiencer for the sub.ject: 'there is subsistence, lifc to him'. 
18 The metathesized root "fih.z- is, inter alia, responsible lor Grcck formations like Pi05 < 
*gl~ih.?-o-, piozoq < +gli.ihi-eto- 'life' and probably Sor the aor. CPiwv < QK"ih3-eh,- (cf. Iclein 
1988:268). 
I9 Skt. jlvdtb- 'life' eventually goes back to PIIr. +j'ijiaN/u-, Loo, but has been reshaped after the 
adjective jiilu-. 
The "u-noun" in this particular case is a thematic adjective with the meaning 
'alive, living': Skt. j lva-  (RV+) - Av. juua-, OP jl'va- - Lat. vivus, Goth. y i~~s ,20  
OCS iivb, L,ith. g$vas, etc. (< *gM'h3i-u-o-). It can hardly be a coincidence that this 
is the only adjective in this category of u-nouns and, at the same time, the only 
thematic derivative. The thematicization must have been very early (type *ud-r- 
'water': *ud-r-o- 'water-animal [lit. watery] '). 
The mobile accentuation in Balto-Slavic (PSI. * i i v ~  (c), Lith. g$vas (3) ,  Latv. 
dzivs; see Derltsen 2008564) shows that, in this branch, the laryngeal preceded i 
at the time of Hirt's Law (cf. already Kortlandt 1975b:3). On the other hand, Lith. 
sikti 'to sew, tailor', Latv. i f i t ,  SCr. Sti, etc. 'to sew' have fixed stress, which 
means that the metathesis *shaiu-C > *siuh2-C did take place in Balto-Slavic. We 
may conclude that the BS1. word for 'alive' has talten over the root shape of the i- 
present Lith. g$tilOCS iiti (see the previous ~ection).~ '  The reason why metathe- 
sis was not analogically undone in the verb for 'to sew' is that its connection with 
*sh2-oi-l*sha-i- was lost because of the divergent meaning. 
Greek too has generalized the vocalism of the present, which accounts for the 
form 5065 'alive', 
4.4. Denominal verb 
The verb for 'to live' is very well attested in the IE languages. It is everywhere 
thematic and shows little variation in meaning: Skt, jfvati (RVt-), OAv. ,juuamahl 
lpl., OP jrv5 2sg. impv., Lat. viv6, OCS iivg, OPr, giivasi 2sg., etc. 
Denominal verbs that are simple thematic, without a specific denominal suf- 
fix, are admittedly rare, but not unknown: for instance, Skt, dydtate 'to shine' is 
clearly derived fiom the noun dyut- f. 'shine' (RVt-), vi-dyzit- i: 'lightning' 
(RV+). 
5. PIE *dh2-i-u- 'to gamble' 
Before embarking upon a search for an etymology of Skt. div- 'to play dice, 
gamble', which has no cognates outside of Sanskrit, let me briefly explain the 
rules of Vedic dicing (for a detailed account I refer the reader to Falk 1986). 
Without counting, every player grabs with two liands a large amount of small 
20 The short vowel in Gothic is due to Dybo's pretonic shortening (cf. Kortlandt 1981 = 
2007:35). 
21 As shown by forms like L,ith. mini < *-i vs. OCS mbni(tb) < *-el, ablaut: alternation in the suf- 
fix was preserved in Balto-Slavic i-prcsents for a long tiine. 
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vibhfdaka nuts out of a huge pile (containing at least 150 nuts). Then he returns to 
his place and arranges his portioii in rows of four. If, at the end, no nuts are left 
(that is, if the number of nuts is divisible by four), he is the winner. If only a sin- 
gle nut is left over (4n + I ) ,  he is the loser, the "dog." 
5.1. Root in -14 
Since Vedic dicing basically involves dividing the nuts illto rows, it becomes at- 
tractive to start with the IE root *dehz-, attested in Sltt. da- 'to divide, distribute, 
cut' (root aor. av6dat [MS+], disva 2sg. impv. med. [VS+]; ta-ptc. (nir-)ava-tta- 
[KS+]) and in Gr. 6nz8opcx~ 'to distribute'. 
The 1E root *deh2- has a well-establislied i-present *clh2-ei-l*dhz-i-, fo~rnd i11 Skt. 
dayate med. (RV+) (< PIE *dh2-eie-) 'to divide, distribute, cut' and ava-dyati 
(YV+) 'id.', as well as in Gr. Gai~zat  'to divide9. 
A u-noun *dh2-i-u- can be identified with Sltt. dtv-lciyu- f. 'gambling, play' (RV 
dat. dn/k, loc. divi, ss acc. dyzivam, dat. dyuvk), which  nay also be the basis of 
pratidfvan- m. 'adversary at play' (dat. -dfvne RV, AV). 
5.4. Denominal verb 
Finally we arrive at our denomilia1 verb Skt. div- 'to play dice, gamble' (RV+): 
class 1V present divyah 2sg. inj. (RV+), is-aor. davisani lsg. subj. (RV), pf. 
didkva (AV), fa-ptc. dyz7th-, also 11. 'game' (AV+). This verb has no cognates 
outside Sanskrit. 
6. PIE *sphl-i-u- 'to spit' 
In  the case of the verb for 'to spit', an explanation alo~ig similar lines seems more 
speculative but still quite feasible. 
6.1. Root in -H 
We start with the root "spehl-. This root is often glossed in the literature as 'to 
succeed, prosper', but in view of Hittite i.@ai, iipijanzi 'be satiated', its origi~ial 
meaning was rather 'to be fi1I1 to the rim'. Here are some of its derivatives: Hitt. 
iips'yan 'satiation'; Skt. ~pha t i -  f. 'abundance' (RV+), gaya-sph6na- adj. 'produc- 
ing doniestit abundance' (RV); Oss. a?fiadynla.fiad~in 'to nourish', Sariq. spun- 
'to fill, replenish', Yzgh. s(dpZn- 'to saturate9 (cf. Cheung 2007:350); OE 
sp6wan 'to prosper, succeed'; OCS spgti 'to succeed', Ru. spet' 'to ripen; to 
manage'; Lith. spe'ti 'to be in time; to guess', etc. It is co~iceivable that YAv. 
spama- 'spit, saliva' (V 6.7, 29) is also derived from this root, especially in view 
of the analysis proposed below. 
The i-present to the root *spehI- has been reconstructed by Kloelthorst (2006: 1 15, 
2008 s.v.) on the basis of Hittite iipfii, iipijanzi 'to be satiated' as *syhl-6i-l 
"sphl-i-. This reconstruction immediately accounts for the Sansltrit class IV pre- 
sent sphaya- (sphayatai 3sg. subj. med. PS 8.1 1.1 1+):22 it explains both the aspi- 
ration of -ph--otherwise unexplained-and the long vowel, which must then be 
due to Brugmann's Law. 'The present formant has early become incorporated into 
the root, which led to forms like Skt. sphijiate 3sg. med. (SgmavidhB 3.3.1) and 
sam-sphita- 'complete, not lacking anything' (MS+). 
As suggested to me by Michiel de Vaan, the Indo-European word for 'foam, 
froth' is likely to be a derivative of this "new" root with an i-enlargment, if we 
assume that its original meaning was 'overflow, something that overflows'. There 
is some vacillation in the position of the laryngeal, which is typical for i-presents 
and their derivatives; cf. the following forms: 
Skt. phina- m. 'foam, froth' (RV-t), NP fin 'snot',ftnak 'sea foam', Oss. JynkiJinka. 
'foam' point to PIIr. *pHaina-; 
OPr. spoayno 'foam (of fermenting beer)', 1,ith. ,sp6in& 'foam (on waves)', OCS 
pe'na, Ru. pinu, SCr. pjena, spj&na (Dalm.) 'foam' point to BSI. *(s)pd3ina3 
(Derksen 2008:397, *(s)pdi?nu? seems also possible); 
OEfim n., OHG feim m. 'foam' < PGmc. *fuima- and Lat. spiima f. 'foam' are am- 
biguous as far as the position of the laryngeal is concerned. 
Because of -m- in Germanic and Latin, it is attractive to assume that we are deal- 
ing with an original masculine derivative with the suffix *-men- (cf., for a paral- 
lel, Skt. budhnu- m. 'bottom, ground, depth', OFri. bodem 'bottom', Gr. rn0p- j~  
m. 'ground, basis' < PIE *bhudcmen-) and to recoilstruct *(s)phloi-men-. This 
vacillation *sphloi-l*spoihl- could have arisen through paradigmatic levelli~ig 
(after laryngeal metathesis in the zero-grade *sphli-mO > *spihl-mO) or be due to 
the influence of the verb. 
22 Cf. also Khot ,  spai- (syyii-, spa-) ' l o  sa t i sb;  be satislied' 
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In parallel to -broots ,  discussed above, we must look for a ~~- s t en i  *(s)phli-u-. 
This noun may be reflected in Armenian t 'uk'  'spit, saliva' (cf. Martirosyan 
2010:298), if its irregular onset is due to labial dissimilation *pHiu- > *tHiu-. 21 
6.4. Denominal verb 
There are a few minor probleills with reconstructing the IE verb for 'to spit', but 
the available evidence is perfectly compatible with the reconstruction *sph,iz~-. 
Outside of Sanskrit, all the other branches point to *(s)piHu-/*(s)pi~~H-, which 
can eventually go back to *(s)phliu-: Gr. n ~ f o ,  Lat. spu6/spiitum, Goth. speiwan, 
Lith. spjauti, Latv. splaiit, OCS plbvati, lsg. pljujp, etc. The deviating onset of 
the Sanskrit root ~.thiv-/sthyi7- @raty&thivan 3pl. iinpf. AV+, -~thyuta- SB+) pre- 
sents three problems: (1) why retroflex, (2) why aspirated, and (3) why dental? A 
good illustration of the treatment of these problems is LIK584, where Kui~~ine l  
reconstructs the PIE root as *sptjek~H- and writes: "Alt nur mit auf i endenden 
Praverbien, daher immer 8th fiir "sth. 1st wegen ved. th gru~ldsprachliches *spth 
anzusetzen (wogegen das Gr. spricht) oder mit erst sekundarer ono~natopo- 
etischer Aspiration (Spuckgerausch) zu rechnen?" 
Ad (1): Indeed, as is repeatedly pointed out (cf. AiGr. 1:236), the initial retro- 
flex sth- of the Skt. root is likely to be due to the coinbination wit11 the preverbs 
abhi, prati, and especially nis, which last is particularly fitting semantically ('to 
spit out'). 
Ad (2): It does not seem attractive to invoke oiloiliatopoetic distortioils in 
Sanskrit in order to account for aspiration, because the correspondences else- 
where are quite regular. There are two ways-not inutually exclusive-to explain 
th. First, we can assnlne that the aspiration comes froin the verb s p h a a -  (through 
the iilediation of the unattested u-stem). For the second, see immediately below. 
23 There is yet another possible zr-noun to this root, i.e., Sltt. pfvan-, f. ,uf~~uri- 'fat', Gr. niwv, f. 
nicipn 'fat, fertilc, rich', nInp n. 'fat, tallow', Sltt. pf~ia.r.- n., YAv. piilz~ah- n. 'fat, tallow'. 
From the point of view of semantics, the words for 'fat' belong here rather than with the verbal 
root for 'to yield milk', which is discussed below in 59.1. Laryngeal metathesis (*phliy- > 
*pihlg-) is liltely to be of Proto-lndo-European age (scc n15), so that thc absence of aspiration 
in Sanskrit is not surprising. Since thc word for 'fat' had no initial s-, its connection with thc 
verb 'to ovcrflow, be abundant' was not felt any longer, and the aspirated stop of thc verb was 
not restored. tlowever, in view of its mcaning, thc word for 'fat' cannot be the sourcc of thc 
verbal root *sph,izl- 'to spit'. Presumably, when the connection of *pih,p- 'fat' with the vcsb 
was lost,% ncw 21-derivative was formed, this time with the rneariirlg 'overflow, spittle, saliva' 
(- 'n~outli foam', parallcl to *(s))lrhloi-men- 'foam'). 
Ad (3): LIV solves the problem of the Skt. dental by reconstructing the IE 
root as *sptje~iH-, but it is hard to get rid of this t in all the other languages. Usu- 
ally scholars explain Skt. t by dissi~nilation of *p to *t (cf. Mayrhofer KEWA 
III:409), but this explanation too is not without problems. Our handboolcs report 
that Skt. *p  is often dissimilated in the neighborhood of other labials, and the 
prodi~ct of this dissimilation is either k or t (cf. Hoffinann 1963: 13f. = 1975: 1531: 
with references). Nevertheless, the best examples show k: klomun- 111. 'lung' < 
*pleii-mon- (Gr. nh~fiyov m. 'id.'), IQLL-mant- 'rich in cattle' < *p/iu-ment- (YAv. 
fiiimant- 'id.'), takmun- ni. 'fever' < *tep-mon- (cf. YAv. tafnah- n. 'fever'). We 
find a dental only at the end of the stem in kakudmant- 'having a hump' (RV; 
beside kakuuz-mauzt- VS) for *ka/zzib(h)munt-, where tlie two velars in the stern 
may have prevented dissimilation to a velar, and in adhhih instr, pl., acfbhyuh dat. 
pl. of ap- 'water', where the -d- is likely to be analogical (cf. AiGr. 1: 180 + Nach- 
trage). It is clear that a dental reflex is late and analogical in ~ a n s k r i t . ~ ~  
In Iranian also, dissimilation of labials seenis to result in a velar, if we accept 
Hoffmann's attractive explanation (Hoffii~ann 1965:238 = 1975:338) of Plr. 
"duxma- 'grave' (YAv. duxma- m., Sogd. (Buddh.) 6ym ji, M P  dhmk' idaxmakl 
'place of burial, place of exposure', MParth. dhmq Idahmag1 'tomb', Bactr. 
h a ~ p ( o )  'grave', h a ~ l ~ t y o  'place of burial') as dissimilated from "dufma- and thus 
related to Gr. O&nm 'to bury' and Arm. ~Jumbarz 'tomb'. Sljerv0's etymology 
(2005) of Av. vahma- 'hymn' as dissimilated from "vafma- 'weaving' points in 
the same direction. 
Consequently, dissimilation of p in PIIr. ?spiHz~-l*spiuH- must rather have 
yielded *sliHu-l*skiuH-. If this happened sufficieiitly early, the k was affected by 
palatalization, and the new group *-ssZ- may have phonetically given ~ t h . * ~  AS I 
have argued elsewhere (Lubotsky 2001), PIIr. *sc'first became *sC and eventually 
yielded Skt. ch [t"']. In a cluster of J + ch [st""], the second sibilant can easily be- 
come dissimilated, which would give sth as a result. 
7. PIE *nzH-i-u- 'to move'? 
In the case of Skt. miv- and its cognates, the sclieme 4-H + i-present + -u-noun 
+ deno~ninal verb is not readily available. The root *miHu-lmuH- (< *mjuH-) 
itself is quite rare in Indo-Iranian. As is often the case with verbs of movement, 
24 Nevertheless, as Prof. Icortlandt points out to me, the Sollowing y might have Savored the dc- 
velopllient of *py to *fy;  cf. Italian .saccente 'prig' < *.sa/~ienfenz, yiccione 'pigeon' < 
*pipionem, and Arnicnian / 'zclc' in the preceding section. 
25 Cf. %t(s)C> s[k in as/hlva(v,t)- m. 'shanl<, shin' < "Hast-(s)~iMzra- (Lubotsky 2002). 
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the preverbs are semantically dominant, so that it is not easy to establish the basic 
meaning of the verb.26 For instance, the only occurrence of the verb miv- in the 
AV is the passage ss 5.7.7 (= PS 7.9.7) vdda tvahdm nimfvantim nituduntim 
arate "I ltnow you, o Ariiti, [to be] the one who forces down, who thrusts down" 
(tr. Griffiths 2009341). Here it is used in parallel with ni tud- 'to push, thiust 
down', and this is all we can gather from the context. The oldest attestation in 
Vedic is RV LO. 10.1 1, where Yami, trying to seduce her brother Yama, calls her- 
self kAmamz2ta 'shalten/movedlprornpted by love', where again we cannot grasp 
the exact shade of meaning. 
In Iranian too, this verb is not abundantly attested (ci: Cheung 2007:273). In 
YAv. we only find a negated pass. participle a-muiiamna- ' ~ n s h a k a b l e ' ~ ~  and 1pl. 
pres. in the passage V 18.55 = 18.59 pascaeta vaem y6i daeuua haka_t vaem 
auua.miuu&mahi hizuuasca piuuasca "and then we, the daeuua's, remove (?) at 
the same time [his] tongue and [his] fat." Parthian attests an inchoative (with a 
prefix *para- or *pari-) pr-mws- lparmiis-I 'to be terrified' and a causative 
prm 'w- lparmgw-I 'to terrify'. Khwar. .?-mwy- 'to loosen' (with the preverb *fra-) 
and Oss. milmiwce 'thing, matter; work, affair' do not contribute much to the 
original meaning. 
Among usually presented IE cognates (cf. LIV s.v. *mnie_uhl-),28 we find verbs 
which point to an unstable, shaking movement: TochA mew-, B miw- 'to trem- 
ble', PSlav. *m$i 'to wash' (OCS myti, Ru. myt', SCr. m'iti, etc.);*' a general verb 
of movement: Lat. movPre 'to move' (both tr. and intr.), although it often means 
'to move to and fro, shake, agitate' too; and verbs which describe a short, abrupt 
action: Hitt. lsg. mu-uh-bi, 3sg. ma-us'-zi 'to fall', 1,ith. mauti 'to put on, tear, 
pull, stab, strike, dash', Latv. maiit 'to pull off, bridle'. However, it is by 
no means certain that all these verbs belong together. Only Indo-Iranian and 
Tocharian show (traces of) -i- in the root, whereas the other branches point to PIE 
26 In her ~neticulous study of the Vedic attestations of the root mlv-, Johanna Narten (1965 = 
1995:44-9) translates it with 'drangeti, schieben', zpa-miv-, pra-rntv- with 'veranlassen', but 
the exact type of movernent remains unclear. 
27 E.g., in the passage Yt 13.35 amzliiumn6 mziitanyni "(Fravasis) unflinching from the straight- 
est (paths)," "die von den gcradesten (Pfaden) nicht abzubringende" (Bartholomae 1904 s . ~ . ) .  
28 It sccins to be a communis opinio nowadays that the laryngeal rnust necessarily be *h l ,  but the 
evldcnce adduced does riot seem probative to me. L at movzre must be a secondary full-grade 
forniatlon to *mzl/l- and the suffix *-ele- could be restored any tune. In Tochar~an the verb 
shows regular ablaut, where mrw- functions as a zero-grade Irnalw-1 to nza~w-. 
29 Here rnyst also belong L ~ t h  nzuudytl 'to bathe'; Latv. nzalit 'to submerge, s w ~ m ' ,  maudiit 'to 
bathe'. 
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*meuH- with a reasonably regular ablaut. Since the development "1- > *m- 
probably took place already in PIE, all these roots can theoretically go back to a 
single protoform, but it seems very difficult to me to connect the roots for 'to 
tremble' and 'to fall' semantically. 
To be on the safe side, we can examine whether we can decide on an original 
meaning for the Indo-Iranian and Tocharian verbs. As already mentioned, the 
meaning of the Indo-Iranian verb is hard to pin down, but 'trembling, s11aki11g'- 
the basic meaning of the Tocharian verb-is definitely present in various Indo- 
Iranian formations, too, most clearly in Parthian pr-mws- 'to be terrified', YAv. 
a-mt~iiamna- 'unshakable', and further in Sltt. 6-mavisnu- 'unflinching, unwaver- 
ing', a Rigvedic hapax that occurs in a description of the pressing stones: 
10.94.1 1 tfdil6 cit~dil6ss.o adrayo 'iramanh airthita bmrtyavah I aniturh qjdrG 
~thhmavi~nnvah s~~pivdso dtfLyitC htpnujah "Zersprengend, selbst nicht zersprun- 
gel1 sind die Steine, unermiidlich, nie gelockert, nie sterbend, nie krank, nie al- 
terild seid ihr, unentwegt, feist, nicht durstig, nie verdurstend" (Geldner 1951 111: 
297). 
We can then assume that the root *miHu-I*muH- originally meant something 
like 'to shalte, tremble' and is related to PIE *m(H)ei- 'to change (places), ex- 
change' (Skt. vi mayante 'they alternate', OCS min~t i  'to pass', Cz. mijeti 'id.', 
Latv. mit 'to exchange', TochB /mask-/ 'to exchange', Lat, meare 'to proceed, 
traverse', etc.), but at the present stage this connection must unfortunately remain 
hypothetical. 
8. PIE *sl-i-u- 'to abort'? 
The last verb in the series of Sansltrit iv-verbs is sriv- 'to be aborted, miscarried 
(of embryos)'. The verb is very rare, with a handful of occurrences in the whole 
of the Vedic corpus. The oldest form is the causative srevhyant- 'malting [Aditi] 
miscarry' (RV 7.18.8), 4revay~mi'~ 'I make [your intention] fail' (PS 19.10.12 - 
ss 6.73.2 irivayami). Also in the RV we encounter a-sremhn- ad;. 'being not 
a miscarriage' (RV 3.29.13, 10.8.2), which presumably stands for *"srevman- 
(Debrunner, Nachtrgge to AiGr. 1:91,37). The Brahmanas attest two occurrences 
of class IV present srivyati (4riiyeyur MS 4.6.9:92.12" and srivyanti AitB 
4.22.4) and a hapax i r ~ v u l a -  ad;. 'miscarrying', which occurs in the same line of 
30 The S1.r vacillation is fairly conimon in thc Atharvaveda and latcr tcxts. 
3 1 For a pcculiar change of tlle intransitive construction into a transitivc onc in the late SOtra 
repetitions, scc Kuliltov 200 1:485f. 
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the MS. Finally, aor. asr6vit is found once in  the JB (2.2). Zero-grades with -u- 
are not found in the texts, but Piinini (6.4.20) prescribes a ta-ptc. sruta-. 
As far as the etymology of sriv- is concerned, Mayrhofer (EWAia 11:787) re- 
ports no generally acknowledged cognates and considers the etymology "unklar." 
111 my view, sriv- cannot be separated from the Sanskrit verb sridh- 'to fail, err',j2 
which further corresponds to OE slrdan, MIHG sliten 'to slide', Lith. slidis, Latv. 
slids 'slippery',33 and goes back to PIE *skidh-. As follows from nouns like ON 
slim 'slime', Lat. limus 'mud, slime' < *slei-mo-, OCS slbzblfi 'slippery' < "sli- 
Qho-, etc., the -dh- in *sleidh- is likely to have been an old suffix. The remaining 
"lei-/*sli- can be an original i-formation of the root *sel- 'to jump, spring forth' 
(Gr. &hhopa~, Lat. salio). As we have seen above ($3.2, cf. also $9, the appendix 
below), i-formations can express a non-volitional, non-controlled action, which 
would be very fitting in this case, since an involuntary jump usually leads to slip- 
ping, falling, and failure.l4 
It therefore seems reasonable to explain Skt. sriv- as a denominal verb based 
on an (unattested) u-derivative of "lei-/*sli- with an approximate meaning 'fail- 
ure', along the lines established for the other roots in -iv-. There is one formal 
problem, though: forms like Skt. sridh- and Lith. slid2s clearly show that there 
was no laryngeal in the root, which means that vowel length in sriv- and sru- 
cannot be old. On the other hand, Skt. sriv- deviates from the other -iv-roots in 
that its oldest attested forms contain a full-grade srev-, the only ablaut form found 
in the K V . ~ ~  The two hapaxes with the present srivyati can easily be influenced in 
their vocalism by sfvyati, divyati, and the same influence probably accounts for 
Panini's rule prescribing a ta-ptc. sruta-. Evidently, there was no regular way to 
vocalize the zero-grade *sriuG- in Sanskrit. 
9. Appendix: i-perfects 
This is not the place to discuss the whole issue of PIE i-perfects, but I would like 
to adduce here a few further examples of these perfects in Indo-Iranian (the list 
32 Only found in the RV: class I present sredhati, a-aor. sridhat 3sg. inj., a-sridhana- ptc. med. 
33 'I'he acute iritonatio~l in Lith. .sljj.rti, pret, sl$do 'to slip, glide' is no doubt due to the st-present. 
The appurtenance of Gr. 6hloO&vo 'to slide, slip' remains uncertain. 
34 A similar pattern is Sound with the PIE root *h3er- 'to risc, come up': i-present *h3r-ei- 'to 
b~rbble up, whirl' (Skt. r@ayate, lelhya 'to bubble up, tremble'; Ilitt. arai-Iari- 'to rise') -+ 
*h.?reidir- 'to waver' (1,ith. riedzti 'to roll', OB ridan 'to ride, Salter', OIr. inrm-r&id 'to ride, 
drive around'). 
35 Ifa-sr@~izun- goes back to *Osrevman-, the irrcgular vocalization of *O"srevrnan- must of course 
have been dependent on srevayati. 
can be extended), next to Skt. 6 sis6ya - OAv. 6-hiiiiii6 and possibly YAv. 
,jiyaeiu mentioned above. All of these i-perfects have in common that they lost 
the connection with the original root at an early stage and that they describe the 
result of a non-volitional, non-controlled action. It seeins probable to me that the 
original construction had a dative subject, as argued by Icortlandt (1983, 2010: 
373f.). These constructions are found in most Indo-European languages, but have 
been totally abolished in Iiido-Iranian, as in 'methinks' -t 'I think'. 
9.1. Skt. piphya - Av. (a)pipiiiiSi- - Lith. papijusi 
The Skt. root pay1-, usually glossed 'to swell, overflow, be f~lll, flow lavishly', 
essentially attests only two formations: the perfect pip6ya and the causative- 
factitive pres. (V>I) pinvati. The same is true of Avestan: YAv. pf. (a)pipiiiis"F- 
ptc. f. '(not) suckling' (V 15.8) and the causative-factitive .fra-pinaoiti 'make 
thrive' (V 3.31). 
The perfectpip&ya'6 is abundantly attested in the RV and typically refers to a 
female (or a female breast, or an udder) overflowing wit11 ini11<.'~ The same 
meaning underlies YAv. (a)pipiifiii- ptc. pf. act. f. '(not) suckling' (V 15.8) and 
Lith. papijusi Icarvk 'milch cow' and must be reconstructed for PIE. This inean- 
ing is further confirmed by the derivatives Skt. pdyas- 11. 'milk', YAv. paiiah- n. 
'id.', paeman- 11.  mother's milk', and by Lith. pienas 'milk' and p+ti 'to give 
milk'. 
Since the root actually means 'to yield milk', it can hardly be separated froin 
*peh3- 'to drink'." We know that i-formations often led to secondary roots, 
so that the Skt. root pa))'- and its congeners can all be dependent on an i-perfect 
' 9  *pi-ph7-oi-e (parallel to sisijia < *si-sh2-oi-e). As far as the semantics is con- 
cerned, the i-perfect describes the result of a non-volitional action, which we 
have already seen with sis6yu. For instance, Skt. pi@&ya dhenur (KV 1.1 53.3a) 
36 The vowel of the first syllable is rnetrically short (cf. Kummel 2000:298 for the references). 
37 "Typischerwcise geht es urn Milchfullc dcs Kuhcutcrs" (Kiimniel 2000:299). Even in the 
nlctaphorical usage, the connection with breasts remains obvious; cf. RV 1.64.5d Ohumi17z pin- 
vanti payas5 purljrayah "The o~nniprescnt ones (Maruts) fill the Earth with milk." The sccon- 
dary root Skt. pya- 'to swell, fill' (RV+), mostly attested in the present 5-p.yk73ianztina- ptc. 
med. (RV+), h-pyaya.sva 2sg. impv. mcd. (RV+), has thc same connotations. Note that the full- 
grade *piaf-I- is reminiscent of *g"i'eh3- discussed above. 
38 Cf. also Lith. pgti 'to give milk' vs. OCS piti 'to drink', which II ILIS~ obviously represent the 
samc formation. 
39 Because of the alternation *pi-phi-oi- : *pi-pih.?-, thc influence of *hi on p ,  if any, could be 
easily undone. 
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"tlie cow (Aditi) yields milk" can be rendered "the cow (Aditi) has give11 to 
drink" = "yields milk." 
The difference in meaning between pf. pipiya 'to yield milk' and Gr. aor. 
ii7~1ov 'to drink' exactly matches that of Skt. sisaya and "syati discussed above in 
$3.2. 
9.2. Skt. didhaya - YAv. 8-diGaiia 
It is clear that the perfect is primary in this Indo-Iranian root for 'to consider, per- 
ceive', which has no certain Indo-European etymology.40 In Sanskrit we find botli 
act, didhaya (lsg.) and middle didh(Llye (RV+)," but Avestan only attests the ac- 
tive perfect YAv. 5-disaiia 3sg., vl-diliuu; ptc. (Yt 14.13) and a few forms of the 
reduplicated present OAv. daidiia_t (< *didiia_t) 3pl. inj. (Y 44.10), YAv. 
Tpaiti.dai6ii& 3sg. subj. (them.), -tdaiSiiatqm gen. pl. ptc., evidently based on the 
perfect (see Kiimmel 2000:640ff. for discussion). 
This is a very important root for Indo-Iranian culture, and its derivatives, Skt. 
dhf- f. 'vision, poetry, praise' (RV+) and Av. daena- (( *daiH-an&-) f. 'view, 
religion' (Mod. Pers. din), are key notions in Indo-Iranian religion and poetry. 
For a root of that standing, it would be very attractive to have a decent IE ety- 
mology, although this is by no means a compelling argument. 
In my view, Skt. didhaya - YAv. a-disaiia can be considered an i-perfect to 
the PIE root *dhehl-, a formation akin to Old IIitt. dai, tianzi < *dhhl-di-eil*dhhl-i- 
knti (Kloelthorst 2006, 2008 s.v.), the zero-grade of which was metathesized. 
Also from the point of view of semantics, this analysis is unproblematic. The cen- 
tral element of the meaning of the PIIr. root seems to be 'inspiration, revelation', 
something that occurs to you, literally "put" into you (often by the gods). 
9.3. Skt. didhYa 
This primary perfect is usually interpreted as a verb of shining and glossed 'to 
shine, be bright, radiate', 'strahlen, leuchten, glanzen' (for a discussion of tlie 
forms see Narten 1987 = 1995:367-79). However, it is allnost exclusively said of 
fire (Agni) and describes tlie state of fire after kindling. For the intimate connec- 
tion of didhYa with the root idh- 'to kindle', cf., for instance, RV 7.12.lb yd did& 
ya skirniddhah sv4 duron4 "wlio, after being kindled, d. in his abode" or 2.35.4d 
40 The only cognate ment~oncd In the recent literature 1s Alb. dl 'to know, be aware; be able', 
w h ~ c h  may or may not be related 
41 The present. dhyQet 3sg. opt. act. (PS 9.21.1), dhykyatl 3sg. act. (YVP+) 1s clearly secondary. 
Note agaln the full-glade *dhlall-, however. 
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didiyanidhmd gh~tdnirgig ~zpsli "he, who is invested in ghee, d. witl~out fuel in 
tlie waters." It seeins therefore likely that d~diya--at least, onginally-referred 
to burning rather than to shining and that this form is an i-perfect to the PIE root 
*cteh2(u)- 'to burn',42 reflected in Gr. Gaia 'to ltindle', 6CGqa Isg. pf. act. 'to 
burn', Sltt, dtindti 'to kindle, bum' (AV+), etc. 
Traditionally it is assumed that Sltt. dicliya is related to Gr. 66azo 3sg. iiiipf. 
'seemed', Gqhoq 'clear' (< *66ahoq). The IE root is tlien reconstructed as *deihz- 
and considered to be an enlargement of "dei- 'to be bright' (found in Skt. dyuus, 
madhyumdinu-, etc.). In iny view the connection with Gr. 6Cazo can be upheld. 
As we have secn above on several occasions, tlie laryngeal metathesis *dh2-i-C > 
*dihz-C could lead to the rise of a new root *deih2-. Semantically, too, this ety- 
niology is unprobleinatic. The further relation wit11 the root for 'to be bright' 
must, however, be abandoned under our analysis, but it was not very probable 
from the beginiiing: the root *dei- is clearly nominal in origin. 
Since Skt. pf. mirnaya 'bellows' (ppf. umlmet and subj. mtmayat show long redu- 
plication) is syiichonically formed to the root ma- (present 111 mimati, inf. 
rnitavai), it would have been the clearest example of an i-perfect in Vedic, but, 
unfortunately, this root has no certain cognates. Nevertheless, we may tentatively 
recoi~struct *m4-rnt-l-oi-e in parallel to the other formations and hope that IE cog- 
nates will pop up sornetime in the future. 
42 1 owe this observation to Martin Kiini~nel (p.c.). Of course, thc notions of burning and shining 
are often difficult to tell apart; cf. also Greck dcrivativcs of tlie root *deh2(tl)- 'to burn' like 
1360s n. (< "6al;oq) 'torch'. 
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